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This third adult coloring book in Daria Song's Time series follows the little girl on a new nighttime

adventure when the conductor of her toy train comes to life and helps her distribute gifts across the

world.The Night Voyage is an evocatively illustrated story of a little girl who is swept away on the

eve of her birthday by her toy train conductor on a magical journey to distribute gifts around the

globe. Taking devotees of The Time Garden and The Time Chamber on an imaginative new

adventure, The Night Voyage continues Daria Song's wildly successful series with the beautifully

intricate art that her fans have come to love, featuring a world of paper cranes, penny-farthing

bicycles, trolleys, cityscapes, and hot air balloon-filled skies.
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DARIA SONG is an author and artist with a master's degree in fiber arts from the Ewha Womans

University Graduate School of Fine Arts. Winner of the Kyung Hyang Arts Contest, Song has

exhibited at numerous galleries and museums in Korea, Singapore, Turkey, and Hong Kong. She is

a lecturer at the Kaywon School of Arts and her illustrations can be found in Amore Pacific and SK

Planet. She spent five years of her childhood in San Francisco before returning to Korea, and the

sense of wonder and mystery that comes from living in a far-off place inspired her internationally

best-selling adult coloring books, The Time Garden and The Time Chamber.

I was so looking forward to this coloring book that I also purchased the version printed in Thailand.



While I like things about both versions, for me, the US version is the clear winner. Why? Simply put

ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€œ it has more designs to color. I'll go into some of the differences at toward the end

of this review.ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“The Night VoyageÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• is the story of a young girl and her

cat, Phoebe, who go on a night adventure giving away presents to others. Or did they? That is the

question left unanswered at the end of this story.The coloring book is filled with Daria Song's

beautiful artwork and imaginative design concepts. From paper crane airplanes to old-fashioned

bicycles to gorgeous air balloons, each page is a wonderful opportunity to color.In addition to the 64

pages of designs, there are thumbnails of each and a bonus coloring page as well as a card that

can be cut out and colored. (with both cutting lines and folding line included.)This is what I

experienced while coloring in this book and testing the page with my coloring medium. In the

comments section below, I will list the coloring medium I use for testing and coloring.64 pages of

Daria Song designs plus bonus page and cardPrinted on both sides of the pagePaper is bright

white, very lightly rough, heavyweight and non-perforatedBinding is both glued and sewn

ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€œ not the type that is easy to snip threads to remove pages. I don't recommend this

as so many of the designs spread across two pagesDesigns merge into the binding areaMost

designs spread across two pagesSeparate dust cover which has coloring opportunities on the inside

and an attached cover which can be colored as well.Alcohol-based markers bleed through this

paperWater-based markers, gel pens and India ink pens do not bleed through and do not leave

shadows on the back of the page. Some gel pens require additional drying time.Colored pencils

worked very well with this paper. I tested oil and wax based pencils. I was able to get good pigment

lay down with both types. Layering the same color for deeper color, multiple colors and blending

with a blending stick worked well and easily.US versus Thailand printing:Both versions have their

advantages. The Thailand version was printed on a slightly off white when compared to the US one

(thought I originally thought of it was simply white.) It also had colored images and colored cards

included with some single page versions of designs which were on two-pages spreads. You can see

my review and video of this version from May of this year on  under the name ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“The

PresentÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• by Daria Song.For me, the US version was the better of the two but I am

happy that I have both. The US version is printed on bright white paper that was able to take all but

alcohol-based markers without showing through. There are many pages of designs not included in

the Thailand version at all. The detached dust cover, which is different from the original two books

by Ms. Song, was a nice new touch with coloring opportunities as well. While the books are

approximately the same size and the US version actually has less pages overall, it weighs more

which leads me to believe that the paper is thicker.



I promise, I did not bend this book nor did I turn it inside of itself but, the first 3-pages came loose

within 4-days of using this book. I am really disappointed as I had colored heavily on 4-pages and

got them to the point where I was pleased with them. Opening the book on day 5 and having the

pages come loose was so not cool at all. I will tape them in and have a binder for books that do this.

The book is my favorite of the 3 released thus-far and this is a big disappointment because it had

not happened to the other books, just this one.Like others have said and as some have

demonstrated in pictures, the images are really stunning. I would purchase again and may need to

because of the loose page issue. I just cannot figure out how to prevent this as I had used the book

lying flat.

If you want the best I MEAN BESTTTT!!! Color book out there.. Here it is.. It has advanced drawn

pictures that will take you hours to finish. The paper is high quality and can withstand most coloring

pencils, water color pencils and also water color in pots and liquids. It can take some markers but

not the Spectrum noir markers. Those bleed through the paper. I have had good luck with the

Crayola metal markers and no bleed though. There are sooo many pages in here, that if you color

every day it will still take you months to finish. Most of the drawn images are in two page fold outs

and alot of trees (my favourite) and also ariel views and just so many little details! Hope you enjoy. I

was so happy when i saw  sitting on my doorstep.. :) THANK YOU DARIA SONG!! This is by the

way, her best book yet! I have all of them.

I would give this lovely coloring book five stars if it were not printed to the very edges of the pages.

That makes coloring the edges difficult, and elements in the binding side are impossible to

completely color (many of the scenes are two-page spreads). Trying to color into the crease ends

up breaking the back and loosening the pages. The pictures are whimsical, very detailed, and

definitely not the type that can be colored in a few minutes. The paper quality is excellent for colored

pencils. I find that I get the best results with pencils that are of a little firmer texture. The book has a

fairly heavy card type cover and a dust jacket over that.The pictures are of a dream adventure, so

don't expect consistency from page to page in what the little girl is wearing or how her hair is styled!

OMG....This coloring book is wonderful from the beautiful pictures to the beautiful cover of the book;

then you get a bonus,a poster thats what i call it.I own over 50 coloring books and this is in my top

three....Im hoping you have other coloring books out on the market...Now i have to go



investagate..lolGod you do some wonderful art work.

This is such a cute book! I loved the time Garden that i bought two copies at the store and colored

them BOTH. I might get another copy in fact. But this one is even better. I like the cat. And i like the

message. The little girl who had a gazillion presents, wanted to share them with others. If you want

to teach sharing, this is a good way to do it. Daria is such a great artist and writer. I hope she makes

more!
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